ARTECO GLOBAL announces the integration of its VEMS with the Samsung Techwin SNF-7010
360° camera
FAENZA, Italy – ARTECO GLOBAL, the leader in Video Event Management Software (VEMS) for
the Security Industry, is pleased to announce that it has completely integrated the Arteco
LOGIC Next Suite with the Samsung Techwin SNF-7010 360° panoramic camera.
The integration is part of an ongoing technological partnership relationship between the two
companies. Arteco and Samsung Techwin have a partnership which began in 2010 with the
integration of the Arteco VEMS and Samsung’s most famous camera models, including most
recently the Wisenet III series.
Thanks to the new integration, the Arteco Suite now supports the fisheye camera dewarping
function to cover wide angle surveillance with situational awareness without blind spots. The
captured original video from the Samsung cameras can be displayed in real time or in recorded
playback from the same video source with Arteco’s flexible and easy-to-use layouts including
the 360° full panoramic view, 180° dual view, quad views and more. For both original view and
de-warped video modes, users can utilize the intuitive dewarping control to easily pan, tilt and
zoom on selected areas to focus on a region of interest, configure privacy zones, and apply
video analytics, even using multiple angles.
Both companies are keen to continue their relationship based on a technical partnership as this
has led to increased worldwide corporate visibility and market penetration for both. According
to Arteco CEO, Giampaolo Sabbatani, “the integration of Arteco’s VMS with Samsung’s cameras
provides the marketplace with a completely streamlined turnkey solution based on
complementary functionalities to guarantee maximum performance even in critical situations”.
“Arteco provides us with another important VMS integration for one of our most interesting IP
cameras” according to Italian country manager, Fabio Andreoni of Samsung Techwin. “Now we
can open the door to a whole new world of business opportunities for all of our partners,
providing them with simple and immediate access to the SNF-7010 camera, one of our most
promising products which has already grown successfully in the marketplace.”

About Arteco Global Founded in 1987, ARTECO is a global provider of Video Security products
based in Faenza, Italy with US operations in St. Louis, MO. With a focus on Ease of Use and
Resource Management, Arteco’s Research and Development principles have united world-class

video analytics and video management software on a single-platform at competitive pricepoints to standard Video Management Software (VMS) products. Arteco views Video Analytics
as an enhancement to the video security experience and not as a costly addition or
complication to standard video management. Arteco products are available through their
dedicated team of certified Integrator Partners around the world, including the United States,
Italy, South Africa, Poland, and Canada. Learn more information at www.Arteco-Global.com
About Samsung Techwin Established in 1977 and part of the Samsung Group, Samsung
Techwin is Europe's leader in the supply of leading consumer, professional and industrial
security products across many markets such as transportation, logistics, retail, manufacturing,
government and utilities. Samsung has been developing leading edge technology and products
for the professional security industry and in 2009 a single Samsung security product offering
was created under Samsung Techwin with a focus on becoming the number one global security
brand. Samsung is a total solutions provider capable of satisfying a wide range of applications
from its broad product portfolio, encompassing CCTV, IP & Network, Access Control, Door Entry
and Intruder Detection. More information is available at www.samsungsecurity.it

